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Key points




Divorce lawyers are an overlooked but lucrative channel for originating residential mortgage loans.
Originations volume from divorce lawyers is strong, consistent and “upward trending,” without the
boom-and-bust cycles of relying on real estate agents and homebuilders.
A Colorado-based management consulting firm helps mortgage firms set up stand-alone sales units
and trains loan officers to work exclusively with divorce lawyers. The units produce two to three
times as much origination business as an equivalent number of existing reps, the company says.

Divorce is a lucrative business for lawyers – and mortgage originators, too
A Colorado Springs-based management consulting firm has a unique business model that targets what it
says is an overlooked but lucrative channel for originating residential mortgage loans that doesn’t have
the peaks and valleys of relying on real estate brokers and homebuilders.
What’s this magic conduit? Divorce lawyers.

Philip Foss, chairman, CEO and founder of OPTIS
Group Limited, says there are about 1.3 million family
law “occurrences” each year, with about 70% of them
involving a division of real estate, namely the marital
residence. In all cases holding real property, when one
spouse elects to remain in the house they need a new
mortgage quickly in order to buy out the equity
interest of the other spouse, or when no equity is
realized, a new mortgage is needed to remove the
vacating party from the current note. Lastly, the third
option is that the house will be sold, creating two new
potential homebuyers. Curiously, this is the only
known “by demand” mortgage transaction as it has
been ordered by a Judge. Thus, an urgent and steady
need for new mortgage loans within any market.
The originations flow channeled from divorce lawyers is very consistent and “upward trending,” Foss
says, unlike traditional business that relies on real estate sales and refinances, both of which are
notoriously cyclical. Yet, “99%” of this market niche is currently ignored by mortgage reps, says Foss, a
former senior vice president for mortgages at Washington Mutual.

Mortgage companies who hire OPTIS create a secondary, stand-alone business unit within their company.
The unit is staffed by existing loan originators or the company hires additional new reps as needed.
Either way, the mortgage reps are trained by OPTIS to work exclusively with local divorce lawyers.
OPTIS provides them with a secured database of local divorce lawyers and teaches them how to gain
entrée into a lawyer’s office that Foss says has a more than 80% success rate. The training includes
“changing the loan officer’s calling habits, dress code, lexicon etc.,” Foss said. “We are heavily invested
in escalating the professional attributes of the loan officer.”
Foss said the new unit produces two to three times as much origination business as an equivalent number
of the mortgage company’s existing reps.
So, what’s in it for the lawyers? Needless to say, they’re not doing this for altruistic reasons. And it’s
illegal under the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) for a mortgage company to pay a
lawyer, or a real estate agent for that matter, a fee for a loan referral. But Foss says his company provides
two valuable solutions to divorce lawyers that they can’t find anywhere.
First, prior to a divorce becoming final, lawyers on both sides want to show the judge that all differences,
such as the division of the real property, have been settled. Having a mortgage options at the ready helps
ensure trial avoidance and a drive toward case settlement. Second, some of the funds from the new
mortgage loan can be set aside (as an allowable HUD1 item) to pay the lawyer’s bill. Foss noted that 60%
of divorce lawyer bills typically are settled with the client at about 50 cents on the dollar; using the
OPTIS system the lawyer is more likely to get his bill paid in full.
OPTIS, which has been in business for 12 years, currently engages about 150 mortgage origination clients
annually, ranging from the biggest lenders in the industry to small local mortgage brokers. The company
charges mortgage lender clients a flat fee for each business unit it constructs.
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